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Abstract— Software reliability has become a buzzword for quite
some time, still there were very few standardized tool had been
developed to estimate software reliability in quantitative terms.
Software reliability is such a critical factor in deciding the overall
quality of software, thus it should be estimated. Here we have
surveyed many existing software reliability tools like SMERFS
(Software Modeling & Estimation of Reliability Functions for
Software), SRMP (Statistical Modeling & Reliability Program),
SoftRel, SoRel and specially focused on the surveying of CASRE.
From the survey we have suggested that software reliability
measurement can be improved by modifying the trend test,
SRGM and filters in CASRE. This paper focuses on improving
the existing CASRE tool so that the software reliability
measurements obtained are much more accurate & efficient.
This will help us to improve the reliability scenario in critical &
real-time applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION
People think that software is always correct and once it runs
correctly it will be correct forever. But in contrast to that
thoughts, series of classic tragedies like Therac 25 radiation
therapy tragedy [1986], Gulf War tragedy [1991], Arine 5
missile launching tragedy taken place because of less reliable
software technology proves this to be wrong [6]. This made
the researchers wonder whether software is always reliable or
not? This gave rise to the concept of Software Reliability.
According to ANSI, “Software Reliability is defined as the
probability of failure-free software operation for a specified
period of time in a specified environment” [6]. Therefore we
can say that reliability is a critical factor in deciding the
overall quality of software.
Software Reliability has been defined by the ANSI in the early
90’s and since then it has been a hot concept for researchers in
the area of software engineering. It motivated researchers to
develop SRGM (Software Reliability Growth Model) which
can be used to estimate the improvements in software during
the development life cycle (SDLC). SRGM also helps to

determine when to launch a product in order to achieve certain
reliability goal.
Still there were very few standard for measuring software
reliability in quantitative terms. The reliability requirement of
any product varies according type of application and therefore
it must be specified in SRS (Software Requirements
Specification).
After the evolution of research and development in
measurement of software reliability CASRE stands to become
a relatively better tool to measure the software reliability
which is intellectual property of NASA (National Aeronautics
and Space Administration) [7]. Still there is a scope of
improvement in CASRE by modifying the trend test, SRGM
and filters.
Therefore researchers move towards the estimation of
Software Reliability which then gave rise to the various
software reliability estimation tools.
II. BACKGROUND THEORY & RELATED WORK
Researchers developed various tools for estimating “Software
Reliability”. These tools give the detail analysis of reliability
in such a way that it can be further utilized to improve the
reliability criteria for real-time applications.
Any Software Reliability Estimation Tool involves 5 main
steps:
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by LAAS, a lab in France. SoRel is composed of two
parts: trend test and software reliability growth
models. It uses ASCII file as input. The disadvantage
of this tool is that only one model can be executed at
a time.
[5] CASRE: CASRE stands for Computer-Aided
Software Reliability Estimation Tool. It is a PCbased tool developed by Jet Propulsion Laboratories
in 1993 & copyrighted by NASA.[7] The main
advantage of this tool over the others is the ease-ofaccess to the users & the ability to combine various
SRGM (Software Reliability Growth Model). Four
model combinations are already available in CASRE
tool & others can also be created according to the
requirements.

Table 1: Specification of Various Software Reliability
Estimation Tool

Tool
Figure 1: Steps Involved in Reliability Estimation Tool [7]
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Few of the Software Reliability Estimation Tools are
discussed below:
SRMP
[1] SMERFS: SMERFS stands for Statistical Modeling
and Estimation of Reliability Functions for
Software.[7] It is developed in FORTAN language.
The main advantage of this tool is the flexibility in
data collection and multi-model debugging. The
output of this tool is in SMERFS format and not
ASCII format.
[2] SRMP: SRMP stands for Statistical Modeling and
Reliability Program [7]. It is a command line
oriented tool developed for IBM PC/AT and UNIX
based system. It requires ASCII data file as input &
analyst here must be knowledgeable enough to set up
input file.
[3] SoftRel: SoftRel is a console-based application
written in C language [7]. It takes one input project
file which is in formatted text and generates one
output file which in CSV format. It is more of a
simulation tool & the main disadvantage of this tool
is that it only works for waterfall model based
projects.
[4] SoRel:
SoRel stands for Software Reliability
Program [7]. It is a Macintosh-based tool developed
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III. LITERATURE SURVEY
After reviewing the papers & some web material related to the
CASRE tool, we can analyze the current trends in software
reliability which will eventually help us to improve the
CASRE tool in order to achieve more accuracy in reliability
measurements.
The authors Micheal R. Lyu and Allen Nikora in paper [1]
presents CASRE tool (Computer-Aided Software Reliability
Estimation Tool) which is fully automated and methodical
application of software reliability modeling that can be
applied for any real-time project. According to the research
the author has put emphasis on the practical implementation
of Software Reliability Growth Model (SRGM) rather than
building a brand new one. This tool has feature of enhanced
GUI (Graphical User Interface) which makes the dull process
of software reliability estimation very easy for the user. It
combines various linear SRGM for achieving more efficient
result of reliability. Real-world application of this tool and its
methods are showing encouraging results.
The author Chris F. Keremer in paper [2] has presented lack
of results in CASRE tool due to various troubles in its
evaluation process. Author has also proposed a series of
solution by further research in this area to overcome the
pitfalls in mangers’ recent ability to deal with these issues.
Author has also stated in this paper while the CASRE tool has
gain the popularity among the users, many developers have
embrace “Wait & See” attitude which contribute to absence of
result for CASRE tool. However, in the problem there is an
opportunity for the researchers to improve in the area of
software metrics, models & gathering more real-time data to
validate the results.
The author He Yan in paper [3] has proposed a new Software
Reliability Growth Model (SRGM) which improves the NonHomogenous Poisson Process (NHPP) assumptions based on
fault debugging and incomplete fault debugging. Many
previous researchers have proposed SRGM which do not
consider the effect of imperfect debugging properly. But here
the author has proposed a new SRGM in which total number
of fault will change over a period of time. By adding this
feature the author has made the model more realistic which
accurately assess the software reliability.
The authors Joydip Dhar, Anamika, Seema Ingle and Yaminee
Sheshker in paper [4] have presented a NHPP Software
Reliability Growth Model (SRGM) based on logisticexponential testing-effort in imperfect debugging environment.
This paper also provides the insights about the release time of

any software for reaching any particular level of reliability.
Reliability is the most important aspect of software quality
and every company wants its software to be error free. So in
order to develop such software SRGM is very useful. Here the
proposed SRGM by the author using the log-exponential
Testing Effort Function (TEF) gives more realistic results for
reliability and reduces the optimal release time because it
considers imperfect debugging environment.
The authors Yan Luo, Torsten Bergander and A.Ben Hamza
in paper [5] have presented a new weighted Laplace test
statistics for Software Reliability Growth Modeling (SRGM)
which raises the effectiveness and performance of the SRGM.
The proposed statistics takes both activities in the system and
proportion of reliability growth within the model into account.
In general terms this approach is called weighted combination
of growth & non-growth reliability models. The author has
shown by the experimental results that the weighted Laplace
test statistics gives far better performance than traditional
approach for software reliability modeling.

IV. CONCLUSION
After reviewing all the research done and the web content
related to CASRE and other Software reliability measurement
tools, we can conclude that the existing CASRE tool have
solved lots of issues caused by the earlier tools, but it still has
room for improvement. More care should be taken while
validating the tool, and there is a need of improved
standardization in trend test, SRGM and filtering in order to
achieve higher & better reliability estimates.
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